Books to share with your child (0-24 months old)

The Hair Book by LaTonya Yvette

Me and My Mama by Carole Boston Weatherford

Rainy Days by Deborah Kerbel

Counting our Blessings by Emma Dodd

Welcome to the Party by Gabrielle Union

Hush, Little Bunny by David Ezra Stein
Books to share with your child (0-24 months old)

One, Two, Three Dim Sum by Rich Lo

My Party, Mi Fiesta by Raul the Third

I Love Us! By Theodore Henry

Dear Baby by Paris Rosenthal

I'll Love You till the Cows Come Home by Kathryn Cristaldi

Anyone Can Be My Friend by Marnie Willow
Books to share with your child (0-24 months old)

Splash! by Leslie Patricelli

One Sky by Aaron Becker

Bumblebee Grumblebee by David Elliot

Lionel Poops by Eric Veille

Little Bear, Baby Bear Marine Schneider

Monster Toys by Daisy Hirst
Books to share with your child (0-24 months old)

Be Kind by Pat Zietlow Miller

I Love You, Baby Burrito by Angela Dominguez

Hair Love A*B*Cs by Matthew Cherry

Duck, Duck, Dad? by Lorna Scobie

Every Body by Megan Madison

My Love for You by Lisa Varchol Perron
Books to share with your child (0-24 months old)

When Stars Arise by E.G. Alaraj

The Wheels on the Tuk Tuk by Kabir Sehgal

A New Green Day by Antoinette Portis

Everything Grows by Raffi

The Making of Butterflies by Zora Neale Hurston

Lullaby for a Black Mother by Langston Hughes
Books to share with your child (0-24 months old)

Huggle, Wuggle, Bedtime Snuggle by Delia Ross Ferreri

Maza Bueno by Sarah Aroeste

First Words with Cute Quilted Friends by Wendy Chow

Some Dogs by Lydia Nichols

The Great Truck Switcheroo by Bob Shea

Hands On! By Ann Wynter